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Abstract. The knowledge of the individual trajectories of citizens' mo-
bility in the urban space is critical for smart cities. The data concerning
trajectories from the providers of mobile phone services are still di�cult
to be obtained in practice and one of the considerable obstacles here are
legal aspects. We have designed and implemented the tourist trajectories
generator for objects located in a selected but arbitrary urban area. A
generation process is based on the random selection of the pre-de�ned
pro�les of tourist activeness, including mobility patterns. It is possible
to generate a practically unlimited number of trajectories, if needed, and
they may also be directed at the certain speci�c types of behaviours.
Thus obtained large sets of data may be used for understanding urban
behaviours, calibrating urban models, recommending systems under con-
struction, as well as anticipating the smart city further software testing.
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1 Introduction

There is a large number of the possibilities for obtaining data on mobile phone
individual trajectories, e.g. tracking applications in smartphones. It appears that
the localisation data of mobile phone operators are most interesting. This data
is not conditioned on the possession of any advanced smartphone or intentional
enabling of a proper application. Nowadays, almost everyone has a mobile phone,
even the simplest one; therefore, localisation data from the providers of mobile
telephony is the most common in this regard, democratic and reliable. Localisa-
tion takes place based on triangulation and trilateration methods in BTSs (Base
Transceiver Stations), which guarantee high accuracy in the urban area [2,5].
The spread of mobile devices in the recent years has contributed to the perfor-
mance of many original researches concerning human mobility, and the mobile
phone data collected by network operators have become the invaluable source
of information about individual mobility patterns on a large scale. Whereas,
mobility and individual trajectory data are still poorly available although it is
signi�cant for a smart city, which provides supporting services and solving city
problems. A main hindrance here are legal aspects referring to privacy, see for
example [10,9,3].
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Our goal and contribution is to design and implement a generator of in-
dividual mobility trajectories for mobile phone users. Trajectories mirror the
behaviours of tourists staying in a given urban area. Trajectories are generated
at random based on the prepared pro�les of tourism behaviours, considering the
various points of interests (POIs) located within the urban area. The respec-
tive elements of behaviour pro�les are selected randomly for each object. The
following parameters are considered: the prospective interests of tourists, their
variability and possible habits connected with tourists mobility, intensity in re-
spect of the implementation of a tourism plan, changing the means of transport
and other aspects.

We believe that there are numerous prospective applications for thus obtained
mass data concerning tourist mobility. These are: the analysis and understanding
of the tourist tra�c needs, the calibration of urban models and operational
procedures, recommendation systems, increasing tourists' safety, in particular in
dangerous regions or districts, solutions supporting the designing of the urban
infrastructure, applications supporting the control of epidemic spread, solutions
helping in emergency management and many others. Furthermore, possessing
such data constitutes a perfect base for testing systems concerning the smart
city which are being created or which will be created in the future.

2 Related works

The legal regulations concerning mobile devices localisation are not too restric-
tive in the Asian countries, they are moderately restrictive in the USA and
extremely restrictive in Europe, cf. Uhlirz et al. [12]. This last case is the main
reason for the low availability of such data, despite their immense potential.
A certain example here is Estonia, see Ahas et al. [1], where anonymised data
are analysed, which refer to a certain group of users but at the same time they
demonstrate huge advantages from possessing and analysing such data. The pos-
sibilities of the tourist trajectories analysis are also discussed in the paper [6].
Kwan et al. [7] describe an experiment of the limited data disclosure by Deutsche
Telekom for a certain selected period from the past. Such data allow to analyse
various hypotheses, verify them in terms of various initiatives, including start-
ups, the assumed methodologies of data analysis, etc. Therefore, the objects
mobility trajectories are crucial here. In the work by Gonzalez et al. [4], the
following was analysed: the use of trajectory in searching for similarities, �nding
general patterns, the distribution of spatial probability, what is signi�cant for
the urban models calibration or understanding the spreading of e.g. an epidemic.

The aspect of trajectory generation has already been considered. Pelekis et
al. [10] suggest the generator of objects which follow a speci�c main objective
of such a generator. This di�ers considerably from our solution which involves
object pro�les; moreover, our work includes some sets of targets which are inter-
related unambiguously with the pre-de�ned pro�les. Pappalardo and Simini [9]
generate trajectories taking into account some tendencies, also considering a
tendency for breaking the routine. The work does not imply any basic source
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of obtaining mobile data. In the work by Giurlanda et al. [3], there is the tra-
jectory simulator considered, concerning people's habits based on the behaviour
model. This work a�ects our approach; yet, we consider behaviour pro�les for
tourists in the urban area. Zhou et al. [13] suggest the system of recommending
points connected with travelling on the basis of preferences and journey time
estimation. The aim is to match the trajectory with the users based on the ob-
jects mobility patterns. Networks are trained and trajectories are corrected as a
result of the min-max strategy. In our paper, trajectories are generated without
their corrections based on random behaviour pro�les. Renso et al. [11] discuss
various trajectory generators, comparing real data and synthetic data. The work
discussed implies that our generator may have numerous applications. Accord-
ing to our best knowledge, it di�ers from the recently known generators, and
a distinguishing factor is the random generation of trajectory based on various
pro�les which are weighted additionally in order to obtain better realism. Our
paper is based on the unpublished work [8]. Nevertheless, a signi�cant summary
was performed and new results were generated.

3 User pro�les and POIs planner

The main task of the generator is to produce trajectories which represent human
behaviours as naturally as possible. The trajectory quality is understood here
as the capability of imitating human behaviours in a natural manner. In order
to ensure the conformity of the visited POI with the preferences of a given
tourist, a user pro�le was designed and formed as a structure allowing for the
description of features and the inclinations of a speci�c tourist in an adequate
and implementable manner generator algorithms.

Profile = (I, f(in) → wn, S, d,M, T, f(tn) → vn, a, p)

I is the set of pro�le interests. Function f(zn) → wn allocates weights to a
category from set I. A weight means here a degree of being interested in each
of the elements, expressed as a number from the interval (0, 1). The sum of all
the weights for the pro�le amounts to 1. S � the geographical coordinates of the
journey starting point for a given pro�le. d � a suggested maximum distance in
meters between each POI matched with the pro�le, and a starting point S. M �
a material status allocated to the pro�le, it is determined in a �ve degree scale. T
is the set of the preferred means of transport, and function f(tn) → vn allocates
a weight to each means of transport. The preferred activeness time is marked as
a, it is used when determining time for trajectory. Value p is another structure
containing additional tourist's preferences used in the process of allocating the
points.

The Planner of POIs task is to create a trajectory plan based on the pre-
selected POIs. Each POI set for an urban area is obtained automatically by
publicly available services, so it does not require any (manual) preparations.
Firstly, the planner establishes the place of a trajectory starting point and the
time of its starting. Then, searching for the best POI to be visited next takes
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Fig. 1. The operating rule of the trajectory planner is presented as a simpli�ed outline.
(POD � Place of Departure, POI � Point of Interest). The maps depict the respective
stages of trajectory generation. The �rst one presents an initial state, that is POIs
and their assessments for the pro�le. A middle map is a stage repeated until all the
points are planned. The last map is a ready-made trajectory plan; and there is also the
outline of the ready-made trajectory plan below the last map. The outline provided
below presents the steps taken at each stage; a dashed line joins given steps with
the corresponding fragment of the map. Furthermore, the respective corresponding
elements of the outline are marked with the same colours

place. It is searched in the supplied points, for which opening hours are known
and for which it is possible to reach a given point timely or points for which we
have no information about opening hours. In an extraordinary case, when it is
not possible to create a plan consistent with opening hours, information about
such opening hours may be ignored for given points. After determining another
POI, the planner selects a planned transport mode matching the preferences for
the pro�le, it estimates the travelling time to the next point and then it de�nes
the planned visiting time in this point. De�ning the visiting time takes place at
random but the following factors are taken into consideration: an appropriate
pro�le attribute and average visiting time in a given point. All the pre-calculated
parameters are collected to the structure describing one fragment of the trajec-
tory plan. At the end of each step, a selected point is marked as a current one
and the process is re-implemented. While modifying the planner con�guration,
we can decide whether the trajectories are to be terminated in the last POI or
the tourists are to return to the starting point after visiting all the points.

After implementing the steps described above for all the supplied POIs, we
obtain a daily trajectory plan which consists of parts ordered depending on their
planned visiting sequence. Each part contains information enabling the creation
of a corresponding fragment of a trajectory. The operating rule of the planner
is also presented in Figure 1.

4 Generating results

In order to validate our system, we have carried out several generating processes.
Table 1 contains details concerning the generated sets. Figure 2 presents a frag-
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Table 1. The generated data sets (A, B, C)

Set Planned number of Number of Number of

trajectories obtained trajectories unique POIs

A 100 92 306
B 1000 976 713
C 5000 4853 865

ment of the visualisation made for a generated large trajectory set (set C, 4853
trajectories, 865 unique POIs).

Table 2 presents the statistics generated based on the analysed sets. The
statistics refer to transport methods and parameters connected with travelling,
visiting POIs and the time in which the respective trajectories were placed.

Table 3 presents the distribution of 10 most popular categories of POIs taken
from 976-element set B and 4853-element set C.

We believe we have built an important and universal tool. Our system is
characteristic in this regard as compared to the existing ones [10,9,3,13,11]. The
results obtained prove the credibility and realism in reference to the trajectories
which thus are reliable. The trajectories generated are synthetic but much e�ort
was made so that they could look realistic and so that they could consider both
various pro�les of human behaviours and a randomness factor.

Fig. 2. The fragments of the visualisation made for Kraków City for 4853 generated
trajectories (set C). On account of a large volume of data, trajectories are represented
by unicolour lines. POIs are represented by dots whose colours denote di�erent object
categories
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Table 2. Table presenting statistical data obtained on the basis of the analysis of the
generated sets

Set A Set B Set C

The earliest time stamp 2021-01-03 06:00 2021-01-03 06:00 2021-01-03 06:00
The latest time stamp 2021-01-04 07:03 2021-01-04 11:08 2021-01-04 14:24
Average duration time of a
trajectory [h]

7.67 7.35 7.46

Average number of POIs vis-
ited within one hour

1.18 1.25 1.27

Average number of all the
visits during one day (0-24)

434.5 4393.5 22434

Average distance covered in
one trajectory [km]

12.70 12.30 12.37

Average number of visited
POIs within one trajectory

8.69 8.78 8.97

Average number of visits for
each POI

2.83 12.32 51.87

Number of all the POIs 306 713 865
Average number of means of
transport within one trajec-
tory

1.96 2.02 1.97

Available transport mode driving-car, cycling-regular, cycling-road, foot-walking

Table 3. 10 most popular categories of POIs on account of the number of visits for
set B and set C

Set B Set C

Category Visits Percentage Category Visits Percentage

Total 8787 100.0 % Total 44868 100.0 %

restaurant 2572 29.27 % restaurant 13728 30.60 %
bar 1298 14.77 % memorial 6642 14.80 %
memorial 1254 14.27 % bar 6410 14.29 %
monument 682 7.76 % monument 3542 7.89 %
museum 547 6.23 % museum 2603 5.80 %
arts_centre 459 5.22 % arts_centre 2268 5.05 %
viewpoint 423 4.81 % viewpoint 2029 4.52 %
place_of_worship 398 4.53 % place_of_worship 1946 4.34 %
theatre 368 4.19 % theatre 1943 4.33 %
cinema 356 4.05 % cinema 1744 3.89 %

5 Conclusions

By using our system, it is possible to generate practically any number of tourist
trajectories, depending on demand and in the real time. Further works may
comprise other groups of people instead of tourists, e.g. regular citizens.
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